Celebrating ten years of bringing compelling artists to Sonoma County and our North Bay Communities

591,533 tickets

“One of the greatest sounding venues in the world.”
- Chris Thile

578 performances

“Our community built this spectacular facility and it has become an important asset for Sonoma State University and the people of Sonoma County. The Green Music Center not only hosts world-class performances, but is active every day with Sonoma State activities, programs for local students from elementary school through college, special community events, and more. Tens of thousands of students and local residents benefit from the Green every year.”
- John Boland, Board Chair
Artists came from 59 different countries

3,004 individual donors

“We love the variety of music and the acoustics are world class.”

“I love the incredibly diverse and high quality of your featured artists from around the globe.”

“I am so lucky to be associated with the Green Music Center and all the amazing work they do.”
- Liz Lerman

“The space is beautiful. We are so privileged to have such a wonderful venue that attracts such amazing talent. Thank you.”
Ten years of Artists Engaging in our Communities

Complimentary Tickets Distributed

15,169 to Sonoma State students

15,199 to K-12 schools & community organizations

Artists/Ensembles

58 Artists/Ensembles

212 Activities

Workshops for 4,448 SSU students

Artist Residencies

“[The activities with artists] opened students’ eyes to new worlds, new passions, new ways of thinking, new cultural connections, and new joy.”
-6th grade teacher

“I consider the Arts Integration Program to be one of the jewels of Sonoma State. ...the AIP has unfailingly provided my students with new and valuable perspectives, topics, and ideas.”
-Sonoma State communications faculty